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ACROSS
2 What Shadowhunters are not afraid of
3 Jace jumps out of a _______ Conﬁguration
4 “Other crack teams get bat boomerangs and wall climbing
powers; we get ______.”
7 Last word Simon says before Valentine kills him
8 Alec is afraid of (plural)
11 Jace is imprisoned here
12 These demons are not extinct enough
14 ____ -shaped scar that all Herondale males have
17 Izzy dates this faerie knight
18 Magnus has the whole ﬁrst season on DVD
20 What Maia is
22 This is traded to Magnus so that Jace can leave his custody
25 Magnus has no need to clarify this
27 Jace wants to be an angst-ridden _______
28 Simon volunteers to be a human ______ since no one else qualiﬁes
30 According to Simon Magnus looks like a gay ____ & dresses like
the Child Catcher from Chitty Chitty Bang Bang
31 Nothing less than _ inches
32 Luke will point these werewolves Simon's way because he is kosher
34 Two werewolves argue who would win in a ﬁght; Magnus or
_______
35 The group seeks the help of this downworlder
36 Young warlock who helps Valentine
38 Werewolf bar
41 Owner of the werewolf bar
43 Jace likes to retreat to the No ______ Allowed tree house
44 ______ ceremony of the Mortal Sword; changes allegiance from
angelic to demonic

46 Valentine steals from the Silent City
48 Entrance to Seelie Court in Central Park
49 The new rune that Clary makes and tries on Alec
DOWN
1 Simon always likes to kiss here
2 “I was alive when the ______ was just a lake that was feeling a
little poorly.”
5 Maia states she is from New Jersey. She was born in _____.
6 Magnus never dates anyone that ____ doesn't approve of
9 Where Valentines ship is
10 Simon is this at the end of the book
12 Alec tells his parents he is dating a ________
13 Simon doesn't always come out of the closet. But when he does it is
about being this
15 'Close your eyes and think of _______'
16 Song Maryse sang to the children when they were little
19 Clary needs to start utilizing a bit of natural ____ superiority
21 Alec gives his ______ to Magnus in the truck
23 Jocelyn's friend who knows how to wake her up
24 Brings bleeding Simon to the institute
26 What Jace likes to watch at Magnus'
29 Izzy is pure at ____
33 Alec texts this person for help
37 The person that Clary most desires
39 _____ are parasites
40 Jace is the only one to really see this demon
42 Clary is now living with this person
45 Izzy needs a dictionary to look up this deﬁnition
47 Jace was exiled from the Institute because the Clave thought he was
this for Valentine

